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A GLOBAL APPROACH TO THEIR PARAMETER DEFINING EQUATIONS 

Elon R. Close 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, Calif'ornia 

November· 6, 1969 

. ABSTRACT 

The problem of obtaining schemes for the numerical solution of 

_"0 n . (_"0-1. ) . 
JrX=Xo .~, XE R--)R·, and ~ = Jr x, •.. , x, is treated. Scheme 

definitions are provided that include the classical Runge-Kutta and 

finite difference methods and are, at the same time, generalizations that 

provide schemes outside this class. Aglobal view of t.he scheme 

generation problem is provided by developing a formalism that makes use 

of differentials after the fashion of Butcher [3]. It is shown that 

all bas.ic results can be obtained from one definition . 
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! 
I. INTRODUCTION 

I 

We consider the generation of numerical integration schemes for 

the follO'..ring n-th order system of p-thorder ordinary differential 

e<luations, 

(1.1) 

where x E R ~ Rn , ~ = 

b Eo RnXP, a r: R, R is 

n-dimensional vector 

ifx = X 0 .~ 

~(a) = b 

(if-1 x, 
• OIl OIl', x) E R ~ Rr:xP, 

the real line, RnXP and Hn 

spaces. Scheme definitions 

XE Rr:xP ~ Rn , 

are real rXp and 

are provided that 

include the classical Runge-Kutta(RK) and finite difference (FD) 

schemes and also more recent schemes such as those given by Butcher 

[1, 21: where use is made of off-step points. They also include 

. generalized Runge-Kutta schemes (GRK). Using the concept of 
;.~} 

differentials [3], a mathematical for'inr,lism is developed that leads 
\ . . 

to an averall global view of the scheme generation problem. It is 

shown that all basic results can be obtained from one recursive 
i 
\ 

definition of a generic operator Y and the generic z and ywhich lie 

in its domain and range. 

The schemes considered are precisely defined in Section III. They 

can, h O'..r ever , be loosely described as follows. Given an interval of 

integration, we have, or wil}_ construct in a manner descr'ibed below, 

a set of approximations ~i to the true solution ~(ti)' We also have, 

or can obt::.'..in, the function values Xi ,,; X( £ i)' The schemes are defined 

by sayi.ng tlw.t any ::~.pI-'roxjm<~tion is ,c linear combination of these quantities. 
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Since nothing has been said about the accuracy of the approximations 

or )the range of the index sets, (1.2.) includes both (RK) and (FD) schemes 

and generalizations of these schemes. 

It is the purpose of this paper to derive expressions that define 

the parameters a, ~ in (1.1). This is done in such a manner that for 

a particular scheme these expressions may be written down directly and, 

at the same time, a global view is obtained of the structure of the 

expressions for all schemes defined by (1.2) .. 

In order to effect the derivation, we define approximations 

~ E R ~ RnXP, approximations si ~ RnXP· obtained from a GRK scheme, and 

a generic set of symbols z, y along with a generic operator Y. Using 

the generic z, y, Y, we obtain weighted differentials W, derivative 

harmonic sa, differentials A, weight ed polynomials <P, elementary 

polynomials f, polynomial weights 'Y, pfuluct coefficients 7T, generalized 

RK harmonics H, and approximation harmonics V. 

Letting a represent the derivative harmonics, it is shaNn that the 

derivatives of ~ can be written as L aiwi, Theorem 1. Theorem 2 shO'tTS 

th;it Dr - 1 (X 0 s) = L ai Ai' lie are able to factor Ii = <pA by means of 

Theorem 3. Using the results of Theorem 4, a general factorization 

theorem for the generic z, we obtain from Theorem 5 that ap = ayr = nf 

It is then possible to sha..r that the parameter defining equations for 

all apprOximations Si have the general form LHi= ~ej fj! where on the 

left side there appear the GRK harmonics and on the right side the 

H. 

Taylor harmonics of the exact solutio~1 S (9) th,es its deriv2.tive harmonic' . 

. ,.;' 
- .~. 

• 

,I! 

.~ . 
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It is tten shown that any GRK approximation can be written as 

~i = 2:: 1fJiAi where the 1fJi are approxirr.ation harmonics; .it is this 

representation that is probably most useful in practice. 

The work presented here can be considered to be an extension of 

the works of Butcher [3] , Ceschino-Kuntzmann [41, and R. DeVogelaere [6]. 

Butcher's results were the principal inspirati on for the recursive definition 

that generates all the differentials and their associated harmonics. The 

work of Ceschino-Kuntzmann has suggested the form of the scheme definition 

and has also shown what the results should look lil<;:e. Professor DeVogelaere 

has provided not only a conci se, precise notation wi thout'dhich it would 

have been difficult to obtain the necessary expansions, but also his work 

in RK schemes has fUrnished a good starting point for the more general 

formulation given here. 

The results presented are a part of the author's thesis [5] . 
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II. NOTATION 

In the following work, a rather concise notation will be used and 

some conventions will be adhered to. The quanti ties used are usually 

functions which map frc)ln the real line R into a vector space; for 

nX) 
example t E R,-) R'. The components are denoted using brackets and 

the argwnent using parenthesis. Thus, S (t)[m], or equivalently S [m](t), 

is the value in Rnxp of the mth component of S evaluated at t. He are 

consistent with the use of the parenthesis and brackets. Lower case 

subscripts and superscripts denote the i-th element' in a set of like 

elements. As exceptions, Ttle have J)P as the pth derivative and ej as the 

j-th power. Upper case subscripts never denote the n-th element, but 

instead, the domain of defini ti on of the argwnent s. We thus' use 

xN E (NXR) ~ R, xN[iJ(t) == xN(t)[i) == x(t)[i) 

(2.1 ) 
l)PxNEi]( t) == DPxri t)[i) == (~~)( t) [i] 

SL[i](t) == SL(t)[iJ == s(t)[i] 

(X 0 S)N[iJ(t) == (X 0 S)N(t)[i] == (X 0' s)(t)[i] == X(s(t))[i]. 

It is also quite useful to carry through the convention of summing , 

on repeated index sets in the follatling manner. Let 

~N E (LXN) ~ R 

that is, a matrix with values KLI~[m,i], mEL, i E N. We write 

WL[m](t) == HL(t)[n] - KLl~[mJ . TN(t) == ~ KLN[m,i] .TN[i](t). 
j.EN 

This can be written as 

. / I. :' .• \,."';.," ~ ',;... .• \ j 

• 
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WL[m] = KLN[m] . TN . I . 
WL = KLN TN 

WL(t) = KLN • TN(t) 

which gives a consistent set of nptation. 

The Taylor's series is used repeatedly in the derivation and it is 

concisely represented as 

x 0 (u+ v) Xo u+ 2.: 
5=1 

1 (Dr L X 0 U) vT ....... vL5 s! '. '1 ••• 5 ~l 

where repeated index sets are sTh~ed over, 

and 

mi E Li = [1"." m} for i= 1, 2, , .. , 5. 

Use is made of' matrices I~~) that are defined as 

(2.4) 

where m E L = (0, 1 , · .. , rX) - 1} 

i E N = (0, 1, · .. , n 1} 

k E P = CO, 1, · .. , p - 1} 

and 6 represents the Kroneker delta. 

The sn,all center circle, 0, is used for the usual composition, of a 

function or 'Cm operator; ,;"rhereas, the dot, " signifies multiplication. 
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It is implicitly assurned that if an operator such as 

(ro, kl ) 
operates on an element in R ~ Rn such as ~, then we write C ~ 

No,i'Jl Nl 

and actually carry out the implied summation on repeated indices. Some 

care must be given to the interpretation of the results. A fuller 

discussion and eX3Jllples can be found in [5]. 

'j .. 

.. 

• • 

• 

i 

'/' , 't·; . :'.~.1 . ," " ,:".,', ,':.f:, i'" . 
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III. GENEHALIZ:t.~ RK Ivlli"'THODS, FOR SYSTEtvIS OF p-th ORDER 
ORDINARY DIF'FEREIIJTIAL· EQUATIONS 

The general initial value problem considered can be written as 

Vx( t)[ j] = X( ... , if-1 - kX( t)[ i], ... )[ j J 

i, J E, N = {O,l, ... ,n-l} 

k Eo P = (0,1; ... , p - I} 

mEL", {OJ 1 J ... , m><9 - 1} 

The dimension of x is n, the order of the differential equation is p, 

and given mEL, i and k are defined as' 

k == m .;. n 
(3.3 

i = m - k X h 

where.;. ,is used to denote an integer divide. If ~ is defined as 

s(t)[mJ 

then (3.1) can be written as 

(3.4) 
DP~'4 = (x 0 S)N 

SL(O) == aL· 

, nXp 
He no,r proceed to define f1lDct:l,ons t;, c R -) R " using the notation 

I~ hJ .- t (k)r:L]., in ::= :i + kn ,,:beret , Nand k c P. Also, let ¢ "' (;\1 E R -~ R, 
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with I(t) = t, and for any function y define Yi = Y 0 ¢i where it is 

implicitly assumed that 9 1 E R. The approximations are then defined by: 

Definition 1: 

(3·5) 

~ i E R ~ Rrx) is an approximation if, and only if 

~i == ui' + Tj i 

u~k) 
£+k 

== 2: 
1 r==o 

( k) 00 

l1i == 2: 
r=£+k 

o(k) = 2: 
ir j,ko 

where 

(e~ rf-1-k+rx(0) 
1'! 

rr+l (r+l)! Dr - k 6~k)(0) 
lr 

(r+1)! (r-k)! 

g(k) Tj(ko) + 2: f(k) (X 0 ~.> 
ikoj j j ijr J 

wpere k,ko E: P ( } (k) (k) 0, ... ,p-] ; g,.koY f ijr E R are constants; 

l1~k), o~~) are E R ~ Rn; ~i = ~ 0 ¢i' ui = u 0 ¢i, T}i = Tj o <Pi' 

air :::: oro <Pi and I E R ~ R such that ret) = t. 

In the following work, we sha11, occasionally, omi i the r when 

referring to ° and f. It should never, be forgotten that such a dependence 

exists', especially when changing the range over which that index is sU1I1."iled. 

WE n~xt define quantities~i E RU:P which are to be considered as 

approxirn:i.tions to the true solution ~(eJ. 

Definition 2: 

~i is said to be an approximation obtained by means of a generalized 

RK scheme if, and only if 

(k) 
S. 1 . 

h X RnXo n. ( 1 '\ t f' R d 'IT en J E \ "~R 1S ths.t of 3. I' g Rnd 8. are elemen so, an Sj 

is an c"pproxir:1D.tion obt:;ined in the same 'WJ.;{. 

Given a sui t",'ble l.:':oice of :;):'ra'~,eters g rind f ,the apIlroxim?tion I;, 

", ; 

• 

• 

. ;. ~ 
, ..... ',~ ,( 
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will reduce to the vector ~ = (DP-1x, ... ,x) derived from the true 

solution x of (3.1) or it will reduce to t'he GRK approximation ~~k) 

defined in (3.6). These results are sum.marized as 

Property 1: 

If Si is an approximation defined by (3.5) and if x is a solution 

(k) 
to (3. 4), then S i(l) = S (ed = ~(ei) provided that gikoj == 0 and 

Property 2: 

f(k)_ 0 ,i ~ j 
ijr 

f~~) = 
llr 

(r-k)! k+1 
~~..:...e:i. 
(r-l )! 

If S i is an approximation defined by (3.5) and if ~i is a GRK 

approximation defined by (3.6), then ~ i (I) = ~ i provi ded the parameters 

g~kk)., f~~) = a~~) common to both approximations satisfy conditions 
1 'oJ lJr lJ 

re ferred to here as Conditions A. 

Property 1 is easily arrived at oJ~ writing out S i explicitly using 

the definitions of'1)i and 6. as given in (3.5) and theh substituting' lr , 

the above values of g and f. This leads to 

On the other hand, nPx = X 0 ~ where ~ = u + v and v, is defined as 

Thus, 

(3.8) 

(k) 
<Xl r+l 

v = 2:: I 

r=k+P.. (r+1 )! 

the true soJ.ution can be T,rri tten 

co (k) (k) 
~ (e.)=u (0.;)+ 

l ..L 
2:: 

r=k+'£ 

p-k+:t (") D x 0 • 

as 

r+l 
e· 1 

(rTl)! 

r-k 
D(Xo~). 
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A comparison of (3.7) and (3.8) leads to the desired results. 

Proper'ty 2 can be proved in a similar fashion, provided we start 

with 

(k) (k) 
~i = u i (1) + 

which will pe true if Conditions A are satisfied. These conditions are 

explicitly stated below, but, in short, .they are those conditions that 
!. 

arise by reguiring that any ~i can be written aS~i = u(8i) + ... which 

also are the srune conditions that arise when we require that a scheme 

be exact for polynomials up to a certain order. 

Thus, (3.5) defines a set of functi ons which contains the true 
·i 

solution ~ ~nd the approximations ~i . Hence, the, problem of finding a 

GRK scheme ean be stated as follows:' Let ~ be the solution vector of (3.4). 

Let S i (1) b~ defined by (3.5). Wri te the TaylOl" s expansions of ~ and S 

as r+1+k 
8 i r 

D (X 0 ~)( 0) 
(r+1 +k)! 

(3.10) 00 

1 Dr + 1 + ks~) ( 0) • 
(r+1+k)! '. 1 

L: 
r=£ 

Choose the parameters g and f that appear in S so that these tvlO series 

agree to a . given order. Hhen the par9.lTleters are chosen, Property. 2 

establishes the explicit representation of the scheme. 

It is e:';ident from (3.10 ) that we must calculate the derivatives 
.' . (k) 

of X 0 ~ and of S i . In what follo.vs, we shall exhibit a set of functions 

into .... lhich tpese derivatives maybe expanded. Property 1 suggests th2.t 

. . (k) 
it is only necessary to calcula te the derivatives of S i starting T.vith 

D£+ls~O)(O}.··· 

• 

• 
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r+ 1 + J.r,. (k) (') r+l + k (k), ( ) 
D '';, i 0 = D TJ i 0 = 

for r ~ 2. We can, hON'ever, write 

( r+l+k)! 
rl 

UCRL-19422 

which, when the expansion of the second term is carried out, becomes 

(k) (ko ) , 1 
~\ ==2:· •• TJj +2: ••• [XOUj+~";! D:Ll ... LsXoUj11jLt ••• TJjL)· 

(k) ,.," (r+l+k)! 
Differentiate 5. ,multiply both sides by, . " make use of the 

l' r! 

matrices I~) and equation (3.11) to obtain 

Ji'+ 1 + k TJ i k ) ( 0 ) = 2: . (r+ 1 + k ) ! 
j r! 

(r+l +k)! 
r! 

L: 
j 

00 

( r+ 1 + k ) ! ( k) 
""-----<...:... f.. .. 

r! lJr 

where the extra value of ti has been deliberately displayed and 
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. r (k)( ) Slnce D ~i 0 = 0 for r < f + 1+ k, the range of the indices 

in (3. 12) can be restricted to the folloJ.fing set vrhich is referred to a 

the normal index set. 

0 ~ k j 

0 ~ ks 

~ i j 

~ is -

i j +1 - (f+ l)"j = 1,2, ... ,s-1 

(2. + 1) 

o ;§; ko ~ r - (2. + 1) 

s(£ + 1) ~ it ~ r 

(s - j + 1) (2 + 1).,2 i j ~ i j -1 - (£ + 1), j = 2, 3, ... , s 

l~s~r.;.(2+l) 

vrhere it is assumed that k i (p C P = (0, ..• , p -l} for all k, 

P = {k I s( k) explicitly appears in X 0 s}, .and .;. is used to denote an 

integer divide. Note that the upper bounds on k will not be achieved 

if the upper bound is not in P. 

We also have the follo;.Ting bounds,;, 
,i'~;., 

(f + 1) ~ i j - i j+1 ~ r + (1- s) (2 + 1), j = 1,2, ... , 's - 1 

(.£ + 1) ~ is 2 r +. (1 s)(£ + 1) 

from vrhich we can obtain 

(3.15) o 2 k i ~ r - s( 2. + 1), i=1,2, ... ,p. 

By convention, if r (£ + 1) = 0, then the SUJ11 on sis empty. 

These bounds are explicitly displayed since it is necessary to have. 

available the index bounds .... Then determining '..,hether we have obtained all 

the weighted differentials, derivative hannonics, etc., that ,Te shall 

now proceed to define. 

'. 
, ,,'. '., •.. t:,i . ,.,\. 

.r , .t,.:. 

'. 

• 
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() .r+l+k . (k)( ) An examination of 3.12 shows that D·· ·11 i ° ,for any k E P, 

is expressed in terms of lower order derivatives. Therefore, if the 

lry...rest order derivative is knO' ..... n, the nextderi vati ve can be obtained 

and, thus, it is possible to obtain all derivatives. 

'Before defining functions W(k) E H ~ Rn, called weighted differentials, 

that will allow us to eicpand the drivatives of T) ~k), we give a generic 

definition that helps simplify the presentation and: at the same time, 

illustrates that all derived quantities are obtained in, essentially, 

the same manner. 

Defini tj.on 3: 
k 

The symbol y. is a generic L of rank R, order r, degree sO, 
l 

position 1, with R = r if, and only if 

(3.16 ) 

k 
where z· is a generic z of rank R .. J 1 ",~,order r - 1, posi ti on 0, degree 0. 

k 
The symbol Yi is a generi~ y of rank R, order r, degree s > 0, posi tiona 

if 

. ko 
where R= 1 + Ro + ko' r = r o ' and z ,is a generic z of rank Ro ' 

order r o ' degree s, position ao f: 0, or if 

(3.18 ) 
k 

a] k[ . ks ] kl a
1 

J, y. [R, r, Yi R,· r 0' kl ' ... , 0 (z j [RI' r 1, ... , 
l 

ks 
a ]) Z j [lis' r s ' s 

where 
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s 
R == 1 + ro + Z (k j + R.) 

j==l J 

s 
r = 1 + ro + Z (kj + r) 

j=l 

ki 
and Z j are generic Z of' rank Ri' order r i' posi ti on ai i- O. In all 10· 

-
cases,Y 0 is the generic operator of' the def'inition. 

This def'ini tion is completed by requiring that Properties 1 - 4 

stated below are true. 

Property 1: A permutation of' the elements of the set {ki } is 

equivalent to the same permutation of the element s of' the set 

{(Ri,ri' ai)) = {nJ and, in general, yields a new generic y. 

Property 2: A permutation of the elements of the set {ki } f'ollowed 

by an identical permutation of' the elements of' the set {(Ri, r i , ai)} = [ni} 

does not yield a. nel{ generic y. That is, any permutation of' the set 

(ki' Ri , ri' a i )} = {ni } yields the same generiC y. 

Property 3: If ki == kj' then th~~.permutation of (Ri , ri' ai) with 

(Rj , rj' aj) does not yield a new y. Liker,.,rise, if' (Ri , ri' ai) is 

ident.ical to (R j , r j , a j ), then the permutation of ki with k j does not 

yield a new y. 

Property 4: Given ydefined by (3.18) of' rank R, order r, degree s; 

position a,we obtain all distinct y with the same rank, order, and degree 

. containing the Sfu'1le factors by considering all distinct permutations of' 

then the permutatio;} is not distinct. That is, associate to the couples. • 

• .L lnueger ui' ~,o couples are considered equal if 

have distinct integers ni' Form all the distinct permutations of the 

;, I 

", . ""~ .. ;.~ ,! 
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set {ni}' ,Then, the c~rrespondence ni -'i k i or ni -'i (Ri , ri' ai) will 

furnish all the distinct y ~ith the same factors . 

Properties 3 and 4 are a consequence of Properti es 1 and 2. It 

is necessary to adhere to these rules because in the generation of the 

I 'I 

quanti ties that folla..r, we must obtain all quantities, but '..re must also 

never repeat a quantity twice. A mare detailed discussion is given in 

[5, p. 55]. 

If desired, a normal form can be obtained as y = y 0 « zl )1l1 .•. (zata ) 
a 

wi th s = r~1 Ili by means of suitable permutations and reindexing. In the 

above definition and subsequent realizations, it is always assumed that 

'R ?; r ?' £ + 1 and ki E P. 

, The weic;hted differentials W can be defined as follows: 

Defini t ion 1+: Let 

k k ' , 
.' _ ~i '" _ Ki 

zJ' [R-1,r-1,O] == 1, z. [R.,r.,~o] == y. [Rlo,rlo,al°J, a lo i ° J l l l J 

k {R+k)! (k) C(Rm! ) 
Yi [RJo == 2: fijR jN~ • 

j (R-I)! 

(3.19 ) 
Y~ (R+k)! (k) 

[F,ko]o:= 2: go"}., 0 • l j (R-1 )! L'-OJ 

k 
[R,ro,kl ,·· .,ks ]":= 2: 

(R+k)! f(k) (ro ,k1'" .ks ) 
Yo 

(R-I)! CjNoN1 •.. Ns l j ijR 

where 

Then the generic y has as its realization the 'rleighted differential 

k[ '] Hi R, r, a of rank P, order r, position a, deGree s. 

Mter the fashion of Butcher [3J, we use 2. shorthand notation and 
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write (R~1)(k) for (3.16), E(k)(W(ko )) for (3.17) and 

(ro ' kl' ... , k s ; WI, "0' Ws)(k) or (K; (Wd lll , ... , Wcr)lla)(k) for (3.18)" 

where K = (ro ' kl' ... , ks )' Note that when using this abbreviated 

notation the subscript on W simply serves to indicate that these are 

different W. 

The actual generation (tabulation) of these quantities is given 

in [5 ].To arrive at the results we wish to derive, it is not necessary 

to do that here. However, a few comments are in order about how one 

can think of these quantities. To obtain the y, we start with the lowest 

Rand r, s = 0, and work upT..rard in order and in ranI..: completing the sets 

with like order and rank as we proceed. It is convenient to envision the 

elements of constant order r and increasing rank R to form the rows and 

the elements of constant rank R and increasing order r to form the 

columns of a square array. The best way to become familiar with the 
.iF:I> . 

structure of these elements is to carry out some examples. To show how 

this" can be done, we give in Table I a short, incomplete, tabulation. 

It is immediately evident that we have assumed a I - I correspondence 

between y and z, except for zk[R-I,r-l,OJ. This is not inherent in the 

definition, but since we shall have this correspondence in the examples 

given here, Tde assume that this is the situation. 

In (3.19), the definition of the weighted differentials was explicitly 

written out. All the quantities used bave almost an identical definition 

pattern .. These quantities are all defined in Table II and definitions 

similar to Defini tion )~ Cill'} be arrived at by using this table. 

Tl . f t, 'l . .• 4' ( J<. ) • 1 t b f' le expanslons a ~e~QerlVa~lves o~ ~i are arrlvec a y means 0 

'.\ . ", 

• 
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Theorem 1 : 

Let R ~ 2 + 1, k E P, ~== [jIW~k)[R, r, J] has rank R,order rJ. 

Let c/ k) be the derivati veharmonic corresponding to the weighted 
Rrj 

differential ,;~ [R, r, j). Then 

DR+ k 11 ~ k) ( 0 ) 
R 

(k) W\k)[R (3.20) == '\' 2:: (R + k)! r, j] (0 y. ~ ORr j l , l 
r==2 +1 jESR 

The derivative harmonics are non-negative, rational coefficients inde-

pendent ofi and are defined in Table II. 

Proof: Theproofi s inductive. Assume (3.20 ) is true andc ons i der 

the case R == 2 + 1. From (3.12), n£+l+k T]~k)(O) :::: 1 . (p)~k)(O) since 

P. -;- (P. + 1) 0= O. Now assume (3.20) true for all ranks Ie ss than Rand 

substitute (3.20) into (3.12). It will be seen that the derivative 

harmonics furnish the correct coefficient for the degree zero terms 

and for the terms obtained using the .E operator. The only question i~ 

the general coefficient of the second~term in the right· member of (3.12) 

after this substitution is carried out. To establish the validity of 

this term, write tl1e expansion (3.20) .for the left side of (3.12) and 

then establish the valid choices for t~e indices on the right side by 

permuting the couples (ki , Ri , ri' ai) that appear as factors in the 

general term. The general coefficient that 'dill be obtained will be 

(k' . 
the derivative har:nonic ex '",here 'tle interpret Wi to be the nUl'nber of 

Rrj . 

times that (ki , Ri , ri' ai) appears in its definition,· A more detailed 

proof can be found in [5]. 

We now 'Irish to use the differentials A and the weighted polynomials 

cP as defined in Table II. 1'...:.'1. abbreviated brace notation is used for 
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the A and a bracket notation for the <p. Thus, (3.16), (3.17), and (3.18) 
i 
I 

become (r - I), t1.(A), (r 0' k1' ... , k s ; AI' ','" As} for the !A and 
I 

[r - l](k), G(k)(cp(ko )), [ro ' K1' ... , k s ; <PI, ••• ,IPs] for the cpo 

The expansion of the derivatives of .X 0 s is accomplished :using 
I 

Theorem 2: 

( 3·21 ) r-l( D X 0 s )( 0) == L: ~ra 
aE:S r 

A[r, a](O) 

h Al' "), (k) f k -P d S (IA[ ] h d } were f-'ra. == \ r + K , arra .. or any E: an r == . a r, a as or er r . 

Proof: The proof of these resluts follows directly from Theorem 1 

when use is made of Property 1 of the t and it is noted that the choice 

of g and l' causes the H to reduce to the' differentials A. 

The weighted differentials Ware factored using 

Theorem 3: 

;~:~~ 

where W, Cp, and A are as defined in Table II. More explicitly 

(r - l)(k) == [r 

T~( l() ( (K,. w( k1 ) , (ks)) ( ( :\1 ) ( ks ) 
1:. • • ., w ) == G [ K; IP ,. . . , cD ]),' 

(3.22) a {K; A[rl], ..• , A[rs ]} 

. (k1 ) . (ks ) 
[Kj cp , ... , cp. ]. 

{Kj A[r1], ... ,A[rs ]} 

'dhere K = (ro ' kl' "'J ~~s)' the correspondence w(ki) == <p(ki)A[riJ is 

assu.med, (k, Y.i) C P, and j E Sp == (j I vI has rank R, order r) . 

. Proof: The r·roof is inductive usil",g the defini ti ens of vI, Q, and A. 

".-,.0"" ,.::'. 

,,' r.' !'1 
',' J, i:, 

~., 

\,. 
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The results are true for s == 0, R= r so the process can be started. It 

can be shor,mthat if they are true for degree s, order r, and rank R, 

I 

.. then they are true for rank R + 1, and that they are also true for 

order r + 1. 

The substitution of (3~20), (3.21), and (3.22) into (3.10) yields 

the following eXpansions for the solution ~ and approximation S . 

where 

s ~k)(l ) = uC k )C8.) + 
l· l 

2: 
r=1+1 

r+k 
8i 

2: (3ra ( ) A[r, a](O) 
aES

r 
r+k ! 

A [r, a](O) , 

Sr = [a/Arr, a] has order r} 

SRa::: {j/'w(k)[R, r, j] has rank R, order r, and corresponds to 

A[r, aJ of order r}. 

Equation (3.23) gives the desire,cl\eXpansion. However, it is possible . , 

to factorCP into a nUlnerical coefficient 'Y and an algebraic term r 

allOwing us to Write O¢ == ex 'Y r. It is also p'ossible to collect the 

product ely =7T and write 7T r where only two types of quant it i es appear 

in the summation; the nUJnerical coefficient 7T and the algebraic coefficient r. 

Finally, we can write H := oW. The various representations have their 

advantages depending on ''''hat is of interest and how the results are to 

be obtained. These quanti. ties are def"Lned in Table II. 

These v8Tious re-presentations are obtained by using 
I 

Theorem l~: 

Let the Generic Y ,of Definition 3 be Generated as Y ::: YZ1 ... Zs 
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where Y == UV and zi :::: uivi are permissible factorizations of Y and z. 

Then y == Y1 Y2 is a perw.issible factorization of y where Y1 :::: Dul.··us 

and Y2 :::: Vv1 ·· .vs 2re the generations of the factors Y1' Y2' provided 

the necessary comnmtations can be carried out. The converse is also 

true. That is, given the factors Y1 and Y2 generated using U and V; 

then Y == Y1Y2 can be generated using the operator Y :::: UV provided the 

necessary cummutations can be carri~d out. 

Proof: The proof is inductive starting with y[R, r, 1] of lowest 

rank, order, and degree. 

This result allmrs us to write the coefficients of A in (3.23) as 

follows: 

Theorem 5: 

Let a and cP be respectively a derivative harmonic and a weighted 

polynomial of rank R, order r, degree s , position j; then 

a(k) 
Rrj 

=7T 
( k) 

Rrj 

== H~k)[R, r, j] 
l 

wher,e "I, f, 7f, and H 9.re respectively the polynomial weights, elementary 

polynomials, product coefficients, generalized RK harmonics defined 

in Table II. 

These results can be used to restate the generalized RK scheme in 

terms of t~e harmoni cs of the basis A. To define a GRK scheme for the, 

solution of (3. Ie), specify ttle rank q, the extent e; and the scheme 

'. ";' .~"' 1"J!. : . 
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definition (3.6) with 

where 

ko' k E P = {O, ... , p - 1). 

To determine the scheme parameters, choose an i in S and require that 

the corresponding ~i match the true solution ~(ei) to a certain order r. 
This gives 

where 

:6 
R=r 

£ + 1 ~. r ~ r 

k E P, a E Sr = (al A[ r, aLi;t:has order r) 

SRa = {j J y~[R, r, j] has rank R, order r, and corresponds to . 

A[r, a]). 

The conditions that the coefficientsmust satisfy when it is required 

that~ik)- ~(k)(8i) =e'(h£+I+k) be true for all i E Si are given as 

Conditions A: Let 8 i = 8 i (t) and define the polynomials 

Uk 
e~+k 

:pik)(t) ( k) 8jl 0 . (1:) £-1 
=:6 :6 2.: 1 

gik i + a .. 8· -
jl k 0 °1 (f+ko)! j2 

lJ2 J2 (£+k) ! 
0 

Then, in order that E~l;:)_ 
~l 

~ (k)(8
i

) = e{h2+1+k ), it is necessary and 

sufficient that Drp~k)(t) = ° f:)r r = 0,1, ... ,2 +:9 - 1, k E P, i E S: 

If (3.2:;;) and Cor.di tioC",s A are satisfied, tben the local tnmcation 
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error is given by 

(3.26) S~k) _ s (k)(B
i

) = 2: (k) 
£ [r, a] 

r,a 

. where 

r<r<oo 

a E S . r 

UCRL-19422 

A[r, a] 

Equation (3.23) shovrs that any Si can be written as a linear 

combination of the differentials A. To be mare explicit, we have 

Theorem 6: 

If S ~k) is an approximation defined by a GRK scheme, then 

(k) . 
2: ~ira A[r, a](O) 

.aESr 

where the '1/J are the approximation harmonics defined in Table II. ThiS, 

in particular, includes the solution SCSi)' 

Proof: Because of the validi ty o~< Condition·s A, any approximation 

can be written as (3.9). If (3.27) is substituted into (3.9) an expansion 

is obtained in terms of A. The isolation of the coeffic ients in the left 

and right numbers of the resultant expression will yield the approximation 

harmonics as given in Table II. 

Since it is obvious that 

i V 
the'1/J can be used in (3.25) and the nonlinear parameter defining equation~ 

become 

r (k) 
1f! • = Bra. lra ( r ' 1.) f T_'\. ". 

,I 
, :. 

.' ' 
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It is this forin that is probably mos t useful '",hen obtaining the parameter 

J equations for a particular example. 

T,{ethus see that for GRK schemes, 'de. can tabulate the equations 

,.' 
that define the scheme parameters with no specific reference to the 

index. sets and that the specialization to a particular scheme arises 

by specifying the index sets. This, then, gives a global view of the 

parameter equati ons that could prove-useful in understanding their 

structure and, hence, helpful in solving the systems of equations. A 

short table of approximation harmonics is given in Table III. 

We concJude this section ~ri th a few comments on the preceding 

development. It is interesting that by not specifying the accuracy 

of any approximation ;i' we are able to arrive at results that allow us 

to reduce the profusion of equations by always taking £ as large as 

possible. Butcher [3J took what would here be called the £ = 0 case 

for Runge-Kutta methods. He could hay~; taken £ = 1, but for this 

particular case, the number of equations is the same. But, this is not 

true for cases where it is possible to take £ > 1. Ceschino-Kuntzmann [4J 

have taken £ = 1 ahd have split s = u + v so.there results are directly 

comparable for RK schemes and can serve as a check on these results. 

It shouJ_d be noted that the generic definition is always used to 

establish any particular quantity and that in order to insure obtaining 

th e correct index sets, one should think of all quanti tie s as being 

generated in parallel; any particular resuJt being obtained by properly 

interpretiil£; y, z, Y at a particular set of indices. This is absolutely 

crucial in deriving these results. 
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When comparing truncat ion error s obtained by this means with those 
j 

obtained from other derivations, it should be remembered that the 

differentials are made up out of various derivatives of X 0 Uj whereas, 

most derivations use X 0 ~. Thus, for exalnple, neither our local error I. 

terms nor our equations are identical to those appearing in Butcher [1, 2 J • 

. , 

.V 

;.'~. 
;~ . 

, I ~,~. ." ,.' . 
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IV. :EXAMPLES 

The examples presented here are meant to be only illustrative. The 

:results derived in Section III are general and, ·in the author's view, will 

be best used to understand the structure of the parameter defining equations. 

That is, these results are global and will be best utilized in a global 

manner. A careful analysis of haN the approximation harmonics are 

generated, haN the various intermediate approximations enter into the 

final approximation, and the manner in which the parameters propagate; 

that is, how they are introduced usefully into the scheme, can possibly 

lead to the selection of schemes (starting,. change of interval, integration), 

that are more accurate or more suitable for particular problems. 

The obtaining of specific schemes depends on the tabulation of 

approximation harmonics; or, if desired, any of the equivalent harmonics. 

A short table is given in Table III. However,these quantities can all be 

obtained from Definition 3 of Section ,~: ar:d the defini ti on itself can be 

represented as. a suitably constructed algorithm that would then generate 

the harmonic s. 

Although, such an algorithm has not been built, the author has 

constructed an ALGOL 60 Program [5], along lines suggested by R. DeVogelaere 

[6], that .arri ves at the approximation harmonics by successively carrying 

Qut the :required substitutions and linear combinations that define an 

approximation. The approach is based on results analogous to those 

developed here, but the vie,r obtained is local; a particular scheme generates 

a particular set of equations. 'Ytle global results presented he:re can, '..rhen 

used in conjunction with a constructive 8.lgorithra, provide not only an 
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overall view, but a parallel check of the results obtained from such a 

program. 

However; to illustrate the actual use of the approximation harmonics, 

a general example is given below that contains many known schemes. 
, 
Consider the following problem: 

Problem 1· 

( 4.1 ) 

Scheme 1 

( 4.2) 

Dx = X(x) 

x(e q) =~q 
find x(e o ) 

Xq = X(~q) 

for i E Sq_l 

Si = 2:: 
nESio 

ainSn + Zbin Xn; Xi = X(Si) 
n<::Sil 

where 

Sq = [ q, q - 1, ... ) o} 

Sio = [ q, 2q, ... , kq} 

Si1 = Sio U (Sq - Si) 

and it is assu;'ned that e(n_l)q - e nq = h for n = 1, 2, ..• , k. 

Conditions A of Section III assure that all approximatior~ are at 

least of order P.. This yields the follo'tling set of equations : 

( 4.3) 
ej e j -1 ej 

~ a. n + 2- b. n l 0, j 0, 1, - - = ... , 
nESio 

1.11 
i 1 nESil 

In 
( j-l) ! '1 

U· J. 

for i E Sq U Sio' Terms 'tTith a r.egative exponent are to be taken as 

, 
". 

P. 

~, .. 
.1 ,', 

'. ~';' 
;'; .' 

v 
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identically zero. ' 

The approximation harmbnics are given in Table IV where we can, for 

the purpose'of determining the scheme par?--'Ueters, take ;i = s(8 i ) when 

i E r.!. . 
~10' The remaining parameter defining equations then become 

(4.4) I . 
j = 0,:1,'2, .... 

The extent to which (4.4) can be satisfied will determine ex in (4.2) 

In Table V are tabulated a number of examples that are contained in 

the scheme (4.2). It is interesting to note that all finite difference 

(FD) schemes are contained, q = 1 with arbitrary k. Also, all Runge~ 

Kutta (RK) schemes, k = 1 with arbitrary q; hOdever, for schemes of order 

higher than RK4 ,Table IV must be extended. Since mast predic:tor-

corrector (PC) schemes have a predictor and corrector that differ at, 

most, by one order, they can be considered as special applications of finite 

difference schemesr However, they ar£ contained in (4.2) with q = 2, 
;.A .~ 

arbitrary k, and 80 - 81 ~ 0. Butcher's work is a generalization of 

these (PC) schemes and his off-step methods [1, 2] are also contained 

in (4.2). 

\". 
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v. COM11ENT S 

During the past few, years, much interest has been displayed in 

generalized schemes for ordinary differential equations." It is believed 
.. , 

that,most, if not all, of this work can be treated 'with the results de-

ri ved in Secti on III. HO'N'ever, Ttlhen Si a = {q, q + 1, .,., kq} it is 

re cessary to have the barmonics of the off-step ~i' i E Sio. This can 

be handled using undetermined par81neter s, and results for this have been 

developed [5]. The use of these results. can become rather laborious and 

it seems better to proceed in a constructive fashion using, for example, 

the AL(",,oL 60 program that WqS previously mentioned and which can handle 

this case. 

Also, schemes that use the first derivative DX after the fashion of 

Frey [7] are not contained here and the generalizati on of the se results 

to those schemes does not seem to .be obviOus. These can, however, be 
.:,'; ..... 

handled in a constructive fashion us:(ng the above mentioned program. 

Therefore , it would seem that the. results developed here can best be 

used in. better lli~derstanding the character of the parameter defining 

equations that arise from generalized eRK) schemes. 

v 

, ' ... 
.+' t· ~.~. 

. ~ . 

",."', '!.""." 
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rl,,::,c Definition Name 

r
-·--··----- -------- .... 

'. k r r) ] J . \- [ Y .1., r, . Y" R ~J 0 (zk [R-l, r-l, O)} yk [R+l, r, 1 ) 

I :/ (~~l-,-~~~~--l-J·-- - yk [} 

Ik [ ., .. ] J t k [ I 't __ r·,. ~_ !:..:_.,_~:! ____ ~_ R 

yY. (Rf 2, r+2, 1) yk [n 

yk [R+2, r+2, 2J 

yk (R~2, ri2, 3J 

yk [R+2, ri?', 4J 

yk [R+2, r+2, 5J 

yk 

yk 

yk 

yk 

[R 

[R 

[R 

[R 

-
+1] " (zk [R, r, OJ) yk [R+2, r+l, 1] 

+1, 0, 0) 0 (z ° [ R , r, 1)) yk (R+2, Nl, 2] 

+2) 0 (zk [R+l, NI,O)) yk [R+3, r+2, 1] 

+2, 1, 0) 0 (ZO [R, r, 1]) yk [R+3, r+2, 2)· 

+2, 0, 0] 0 (zO [R+l,Nl,l]) yk [R+3, r+2,3] 

+2, 0, 0] 0 (z 0 [R+ 1, r+ J., 2) ) yk [R+3, r+2, 4] 
.. 1 . 

1-2, 0, 1] 0 (z TR, r, 1)) yk (R+3, r+2, 5) 
- -

i .. 

Defin:itioJ' 
.-.- .. _--- _ .. --'-'-, 

yk [R+l, oj c, (zo [R, r,J 1) 
- ------ -.-- .. -- -. ----

yk [R+2, 0).0 (zo [Ril, l'iJ, Jl) I 
I 

yk [R+2, 0) o( zo [R+l,_~~~,~~~ __ ~~~ r 
yk [R+3, 0) 0 (zo [R+2,r+2, Ij) I 
yk [R+3, 0] 0 (zo [R+2, ni', 2J) 

yk [R+ 3, 0) 0 (z ° [R+2, I"'?, 3]) 

yk [R+3, 0] 0 b O [R+i-..' , 1" '2, II]) 

yk [R+3, 0] 0 (zo [n+2, r+2, 5]) 
-

I 
I\) 
to 
I 

c::: 

~. 
I 
f-J 
to 

~ 
I\) 
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Generic ~u~ntities 

1 k. zj(R-l,r-l,O] 

k 
2 z.[R, r, a} 

J 

;> .;. [R]o 
~ 

4. k 
Yi [R, koJ 0 

k 
5 Yi(R,ro,kl/ ••. ks]o 

6 
k 

Y. [R, r, a.] 
~ 

f 

c ( 

TABLE II. DEFINITIONS 

Weighted Differentials 

1 

k 
YJ[R, r, a] 

l: (R+k) f(k) (R-l) 
,. (R-l )1 ijR CjN 
J 0 

(R+k)! (k) 
~ (R-l)! gikoj 

2: (R+k)! f(k) 
. (R-l)1 ijR 
J C(.ro,kl,' .• ,ks ), 

JN0~k" .Ns . 
(ro,kl,···,ks'] , 

C = jNoNl ••• Ns / 

roC . ) D Jl.. L X 0 Uj' N 
-Ll' • '. S J. 0 

I ( kl ) ••• I ( ks ) 
LINl LsNs 

wicR, -,:, a} 

Heighted Polynomials 

1 

k( . YjR, r, a] 

l: (R+k)! fk eR- 1 
. ~ R-l )f ijR· j 
J 

L (R+k)! (k) 
J (R-l)1 gikoj • 

2: ( R+ k) ! f ( k) r 0 

j (R-l) 1 ijR e j • 

k 
<l>i[R, r, a] 

Differenti81s 

.1 

k 
Y,/R, r, a} 

C( R-l ) 
N . 

o 

o . 

. (ro,kl" .. ,ks) 
CNoNl ••• Ns 

("~(_ro,kb ..• ,ks ) 
-NoNl···Ns '=. 

Dr O(Dt
I 
... L

s 
X 0 U)N

o 
(k1 ) (ks ) 

I ... I It 

LIN! LsNs 

A[rj al, R = r 

~ ~ 

I 
\.N 
o 
I 

g 
t-t 
I 
I-' 
c.o 
+:
i\) 
i\) 
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Elementary 
Polynomials 

1 1 

1r 
h 

2 Y 1 [R, r, a] 
oJ 

( 11.) R-l 
3 '" f 0 L~ i iR 0 

o '. J 
J 

1.1 
( k) 

~, gi '. j 
o "-0' 
J 

(k) ro 
5 >: f 0 OR 80 0., 1.] J 

,) 

6 
k 

r [R, r, a] 
i 

Polynomial 
Heights 

1 

k 
r " ] yHR, r, a 

v 

(R + k)! 

(R - I)! 

(R + k)! • 

(R - I)! 

(R+ 1\), 

(R - I)! 

k 
'Y [R, r, a] 

TABLE II. Cont'd. 

,1 

Derivative Ear'1nonics 

1 

k 
Yj[R, r, a] 

1 

(R + k)! 

(Ro + ko)! 

(R + k)! 

(R-I)! 1 

(R+l~)l To! (rul)l ... (rue)l 

where (J)i is the number of 
times that (ki,Ri'~i,ai) 
~rears as a factor in 

.Yi[R,r,a). , 

k 
ORra 

.. .. 

Product Coefficients , 

1 

k 
y}R, r, a] 

1 

(R - I)! 

1 • 

1 

r o«(J)l)l ... (rue)l 

where (J)i is as defined 
for the derivative 
harmonics. 

k· 
'IT [R, r, a] 

~ ..... 
I 

c:: g 
t'i 
I 
f-' 
ill 

~ 
f\) 



1 

2 

3. 

LI 

5 

.. " 

6 

Generalized m( Harmonics 

1 

Y~ [R, r, a] 

1 2: f( k) eR-1 

(B-1) ! j ijR j 

" (k) 
"-: giko.j 

1 . 
u 

1 
ro(ml)r ... ((l~)! ~ f~~~ e~o .. 

J 

where wi are as defined for 
derivative harmonics 

k 
Hi [R, r, a] 

( 

TABLE II. Cont'd. 

Approximation Harmonics 

1 

2: 
kOEP 

k k_ 
Yi[l + R + ko' r, a] + YiLR, r, a], R ~ r; 

2: 
j 

f(k) 
ij 

(k) 
L: gikoj 
j 

e~-l 
-l 

(R-l )! 

\'1 1 ro '(W1)' ( "'.f(k) r .. ... ws::,)'.0 .. e.
o 

u . j lJ J 

where (1)i are as defined for 
derivative harmonics . 

k k 
~ira = zi [R, r, a] 

Note: ~ is defined in terms of z and not y. 

~} 

0, R > r 

!J 

I 
\.N 
i\) 
I 

c::: 

~ , 
f-' 
(J) 

.f::"" 
f\) 
i\) 
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TABLE III 

. APPROXD1A'l'ION HARMONICS .?jJ. 

it~ kE h. RE:.PCP= ioJ ... )p-,} 
D,O": [oJ CC)(J;)] __ _ 

?jJ ?jJ ?/J 0 R t> E r. - .0 
CD 

000 

I 0 

2 

2 3 3 CD ct \f~ + F~ ¢l. 

4 . q~ Ylf -+ Fk ~'foo 

5 gil. 't' s-i-

6 9'" 'tl. + 
3 7 ~ ... '1''1 + . 

4 7 8 ® q~ Y i' i-
8 9 ~l 't'q + 

9 10 

10 " 

" 12 

12 13 

13 14 

14 15 

5 16 

6 17 

7 18 

19 

20 

15 21 

gl Yitl + f~~' 'f,o 
'" f~ tf.' \/).,0 q'lll+ 'I' T .. 

l Fit. \1): q 'i',~ i- 1: .. 

q~ 't Jl + F lI. '¥~ 

~"'Y,~+ F"''t'; 
~k't'IS'+ r~1': 
C3h.'t'n + Fl>- rp'\V! 
~~'t'n + fRIp; 
~\.Ylf +

~R't',q+ 
o\.w + -J I:l':> 

F~ 4J~ 

f~~< 
F P, ~~ 

q\\'t' ... ,+ .-L F"'(l.Yc)'~ 
< .:(1.. 0-1 
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III. 
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, £+2 
11 

h€+3 

s(eJ 

., f3 
J 7jlij = ij 

o O~+l/(£+l)! 
l 

1 0:+2/(£+2)! . 
l 

£+2 
2 0i / (£+2)! 

3 

4 

5 

6 

e' 

O~+3 / (£+3)! 
l 

£+3 
(£+2) e. / (£+3)! 

l 

O£ +3 / (£ +3 ) ! 
i 

0:+3/ (£+3)! 
l 

TA.i3LE IV 

APPROXIMATION HA_PNOIUCS FOR SCHEME 1 

si, i = Q - l, Q - 2, ... , 0 

Vij 

;z 
nESio 

2:: 
nESio 

ain -Y no + 

a "'f + 
in 'f nl 

;z 
nESil 

;Z 

nESil 

£ 
bin Od £! 

b £+1 
in On /(£+1)! 

;Z a· " 
nES. In ~'n2 + ;Z Din ?jJno 

nESil lO 

£+2/( ) 2: \~,,, ain 7/J n3 + ;Z bin On £+2! 
nE Sio . nE Sil 

;z 
nESio 

;Z 

nESio 

;Z 

nESio 

a.?jJ +. ;Z b. ?jJ 
In n4 c In no 

nEuil 

ain ~fn5 + ;Z bi'n ?jJnl 
nESU 

a.;j; + 
in n6 

;Z 

nESil 
bin ?jJ n2 

#c. 
"' tJ 

I 
\..N 

.j::""" 

c:: 
g 
t-l 
I 

}-J 
to 
.r::-
i\) 
f\) 



, . 

Sc:heme Reference q k 

RK [ 4] l' 1 

RK2 [ h] 2 1 

HK3 [ 4] 3 1 

md~ [ 4] 4 1 

Butcher [ 1 J 3 k 

Butcher [ 2 ] 4 k 

FD [ 4 ] 1 k 

PC [ 11- J 2 k 
-

~ . 

T.A:BLE V 
--

PARTICULiffi SClfE!viES 

.e ex Conul1ents 

1 1 Enter. 

1 2 e1 is a free parameter. 

1 3 8V 82 are free parameters. 

1 4 eo - 81 = 0, 8
2

, 83 are free parameters. 

2k - 1 3 Stable, 82 is a free parameter, 8 0 - 8 1 = O. 

2k - 1 4 Stable, 8 2 , 83 are free parameters, 80 - 8 1 = O. 

}:~ 

2k - .1 1 Stabili ty limits the use of all parameters. 

2k - 1 2 Stability limits the use of all parameters. 

I 
'vi 
IJ1 
I 

c 
g 
l:-i 
I 
f-' 
W 

g 
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such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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